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Greetings
Your unbeckoned presence
lumbers near and rests
itself opposite of me.
While I attempt to read
a newspaper you proffer
some of your mean conversation.
I mumble perfunctory replies.
With a weasel's inquisitiveness
you ferret common knowledge
from my lips.
Sometimes you amaze me with
your skill and boyish stupidity.
And you always frighten me.
If only there was a war
and then you could be
overseas being maimed or
slowly tortured.
But here you exist on the
other side of my newspaper
barrier. Of all of the
thousands of faces to sit
across from me this one
must have your expression
wood-burned on it.
I glance at my watch and
would find more enjoyment
in having root canal surgery
performed by a blind mechanic
than to be here with you.
Michael Berick
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Told Before the Golden Floor
Quentin R. Hardy

w

here we left from, the bar, is as good a
place to start as any. It was a kind of
colonial house with the first floor revamped with
square tables, a rail along the base of the bar, mirrors with
writing built on them, two pinballs and a juke. Red checks,
white checks, stained wood and red and white checks. Uhhuh, and steel swivel stools at the bar. Standard brands
along the barkeep's wall and a clock set ten minutes fast.
There were long bars of yellow light shooting in through
the front door windows showing how much dust was just
floating around in there. What a joint. It was something
like five in the afternoon when Lew and 1 were half through
our first beers. We weren't talking about anything or
anything. He was eating nuts and then he'd look up
sometimes at the t.v., since it was getting into the baseball
season, and when he'd look up I'd turn around sometimes
and maybe say something; that's how I missed it when Big
Knox came in so drunk. He was standing damn near
collapsed on top of the jukebox, leaning over like to
balance himself. Lew saw him first. I knew to look around
when Lew bit his finger because he forgot to take his hand
from his mouth. I saw Big Knox drunk but with an edge
on. You know, like he would be awake a long time. He had
my two hundred dollars but drank cheap stuff for how
sorry he was. Said he'd pay me back, sure, but he felt
pretty bad and I'd heard he was hitting it a lot. Not a
month before he'd moved into Gracie's Place, and I was
there too, but since he'd broken down and told me how
he d snuck through the window and taken half the money
from my dresser drawer we'd neither seen much of each
other. 1 don't know how he missed me, but I went out the
back door and usually asked Mrs. Ahern if she'd seen him
go by lately, that's how I missed him. Mrs. Ahern — is she
up here yet? — she kept her door open and had a little
television on a stand that she'd roll out in the hallway and
watch from her room. What a sneak: she swore it got a
better picture out there. She left Gracie's Place later when
her bird died.
Big Knox swung around when he caught sight of us
watching him stare at the selections a while and he looked
at us. He focused like he was a little dizzy and sullen,
turned around and punched out two selections hard. Then
he came and pulled up a chair from the next table. When he
did he stared at me, only not with his eyes, you know? It
gave me the upper hand and made him out my dog. When
the waitress came I picked up a round.

I felt dumb about that but it was too late to. So I tried
to stare back at Big Knox the way he stared at me when he
sat down. Oh man O Lordy, said Big Knox. He was
smiling a little and nobody said anything. Then I said, You
look pretty cut Big Knox. Lew said. Can I see the back part
of that paper behind you, and I reached back. Real cut,
said Big Knox. How you been man. Oh okay . . . okay.
You been around, I said. Sure, he said. Lew shifted in his
chair, There's a vampire triple-bill horrorama at the Royal
on Route 18. I could see that. He looked at both of us
straight on. Big Knox voted yea by pulling his chair for
ward. When somebody came in from the outside the dust
made swirls above the floor and the light swept in and
backed away while the hinge pivoted. When, I said.
Now. I mean sqndown, said Lew. Tonight. Big Knox
rocked a little.

o

n the way down we stopped at the ABC.
Big Knox lay across the back seats with
neither shirt tucked in. Let me get it, I've got some
money, he said. I pushed the button at the base of my seat
and let him out before I remembered to look back and say
something smart. Lew and I waited a long time in the car. I
remember I looked at the hood and tried to think of a way
to thank Lew for getting this thing started (since it had to
come out or else rot away) without saying Thank You but I
couldn't. I was grateful to have things moving, but the
radio was broken so you couldn't even scare up a song to
start talk. Before I could Big Knox came onto the street as if
he were sober carrying fifteen quarts of beer. Oh Jesus, we
said. Sorry. That was five apiece. He had the case under
one arm and with his free hand he opened one.
You ... oh shit, I said.
He was too drunk even to lie as well as he could. He
could make anybody believe anything sometimes. I saw
him convince this guy who picked us up one time that he
was a radio preacher traveling amongst his flock — guess
he'll answer for that one, eh? But here he didn't fix a good
face; before he stopped saying, They were all out of long
necks, he had a grin and a snicker. You had to laugh the
way he snorted while he said, And these are a much better
value. When he got in I opened a quart and one for Lew.
We pulled onto the highway.
Big Knox held it together a long time for what he'd
drunk, as usual, but this one was extra good. He let out
that he d had a fifth of rock and rye before he'd brushed his
5

teeth that morning. No matter what he always brushed.
This was March, so the dusk came a little after seven and
it got cold sometimes as soon as the sun was out of the sky.
There wouldn't be many families there and you could pick
your parking spot; no waiting in line for hot dogs or a turn
at the urinal either. Lew and I had pretty good jackets in
case of a cold snap, but Big Knox just had two shirts and a
little beardgrowth. If he was cold he didn't know it. He
kept sticking his head out the window all down the high
way, in fact. Man, he said, looking straight into the wind,
Man. Then he had about half of himself out the window
and began to wave and yell. He smashed a quart bottle
onto the asphalt with a big arc. We all laughed really hard.
Big Knox laughed hardest of all and did it again with a full
one with a scream.
Lew was laughing along at this performance but he
had the good sense to make Big Knox stop smashing all our
quarts. When another bottle hit the shoulder he punched
the gas and cut a sharp corner onto the off ramp. Big Knox
went a little off balance then got inside the car.
Turning at the light Lew said, I wonder what the new
improvements at the Regal are. There had been a special
notice in their listing in the paper. He drank a sip. The
bottles were sweating and he pulled apart some of the label
with his thumb I remember. Foam spilled into his vinyl
bucket. Shit I hope they haven't improved on that candy
counter girl, she was fine already. Say, can t you get
something out of that radio, he said to me while he wiped
the beer out from underneath himself.

W

hatever they improved at the Regal, I never
saw it. It sure wasn't their kind of movies.
They were running six pictures that night —
besides the vampire movies for the horrorama, three others
for the cheerleader/beach romporama — and they were all
put out by Continental International Studios. Sometimes I
think (well, I thought) I'd seen everything they'd put out.
But the Regal still came up with new bills. They still had
the big metal lady dressed like a carhop out front with half
her neon lit up holding up the feature board along Route
18, pointing the way to the cinder-block ticket house with
her free arm. The same old lady with the rhinestone hairnet
sold us our tickets — Big Knox sprawled across the quarts
when he pulled in so she wouldn t see them. The horrorama
was running at the number two lot, the one whose screen
you could see from Route 18. Probably that's because the
romporama had lots of blonds without any t-shirts on —
I'm dying to find out about that up here — while the
horrorama was just gory stuff. Most people driving by just
saw red.
It turned out nice and warm that night. When we
pulled in it was about a half an hour before showtime and
the sun sat big and red on the horizon. There weren't many
other cars around. Lew got a good place right up the
middle with empty spaces next to us. The sun brought up
some dust, hazy and orange with some gray. With a little
dry breeze and at that time of day, the speaker posts, with
their cords hanging and twisting back and forth a little,
6

looked strange, really permanent maybe. I drank the
sludge of a third quart, watching those separate posts over
Big Knox's foot. It felt like he was looking at the part in my
hair. You want a snort, he said, holding out a flask. He
kicked my elbow to get my attention. 1 reached around and
took it. I was still trying to think of a way to burn him and
get my claws in. Lew was watching to see if I would come
up with anything, and help.
I wanted to take a squirt and get something to eat, so I
opened the door and kicked out the empties on my side. I'll
come with you, said Big Knox. He snorted when I went
ahead, kicking up dust all the way to the projection
bunker. He followed. Man, he said at the trough, I am
loaded. Loaded, and he swayed in and out. You'll spray us
both, I said to him, though it seemed funny then too. Over
at the candystand Lew was making out good with that girl
he liked. She was giggling with her girlfriends and ordering
them around some too. Big Knox came out zipping up,
walked straight to the popcorn and started feeding himself
right there. I was feeling really good and a little fuzzy in
my legs so 1 laughed out loud when I saw that. He fed
himself even harder, just pushing hot buttered popcorn at
his face quicker than anybody could eat it. What didn't get
in spilled out all over. When he was done he grabbed
another box up to himself for later. With his free hand he
fished in his pocket for money; whatever he came up with
he slapped down so hard on the glass shelf I was sure it
would break. 1 and everybody else in the room fell real
quiet, and it fell Big Knox's turn to laugh. We all just
looked at him with our jaws on the floor. Even
Missingfingers came out and looked for the noise, and he
usually kept to the projection room, just in time to see Big
Knox try to jump the crowd control chain and lose most of
the popcorn across the linoleum. When I saw
Missingfingers I tried to smile at him sober. He looked a
little angry and like he should screw up his nerve and do
something about it too. Big Knox kicked open the exit and
strutted out with the popcorn box tilted to his mouth like a
bugle. I followed, trying to walk upright to make things
okay.

M

I never did find out his
issingf ingers
real name, always stuck to what I first
called him — hegot hisjobsincehe wastheowner's
brother-in-law, had mice in his head for sure. How he lost
his fingers was on his other job, a meatcutter at the IGA in
Able. Used to wear a tight hat indoors and out, pulled at
the middle button on his shirt when he talked to you ex
cited. 1 knew him from a time when he invited me into the
projection room and showed me the metal rod they burn to
light up the movie picture. They burn up three or four a
night, white hot to get enough light. 1 saw all these
drawings around the worksheet on his desk — things like
guy's faces with their mouths forming O's, and ladies'
torsos, and swastikas. He'd like to stand behind your right
side and talk to you from the rear. I never asked how he
lost his fingers because he told me he was a meat cutter

right off. Real twisted, we thought. I expect he was the one
who called the heat on us. That's what I was afraid he'd do
when I walked out.
1 thought Lew would be pissed for that scene but he
came out laughing hard. What a pal. I was standing
waiting for him, joined in step when he came by. Big K nox
had headed straight back to the car. My God, said Lew
between laughs, and he wiped the back of his hand across
his mouth. He kidded me, Now your buddy won't let you
look at his drawings any more. I asked him if he was pissed
at us tor ruining whatever kind of time he'd been making
with his candy counter baby. It was that kind of a drunk.

First all full of pep and how-do-you-do to tear up the high
way, and that muddled into being Big Knox's big cohort in
the blockhouse, then I was worried for Lew's love life — a
drunk you couldn't get your hands on that slipped by the
moment you were on top of it. When I asked him Lew
laughed again. Listen, when she gets over the shock she'll
love me, now I'm a mystery. But oh we better keep Big
Knox in the car a while. He nudged me and breathed out
the next sentence. When the time's right we'll dump him.
He said that, and I stopped walking and asked him
what was up. He'll do a little penance, he said. Leave him
down here with just a swiss army knife and let him
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Karen Gardner
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make his own way back to Gracie's Place. He tilted his
head down and kept his eyes on me. A little survival test,
you understand. A little "inward bound" adventure for
him ... to help you get back. I said that sounded like a
good idea, but I kept some doubts about it too. Like, what
if he got the shit kicked out of himself for wising off (like he
did that time when he walked in on the colored wedding)
and no one came to take him away. Or what if he took it as
an excuse not to pay me back that money. But I walked
with Lew and shut up about those things, because it might
be a good way to get back at Big Knox. That was im
portant. You see, he was such a character and an honest
slob that everybody wanted to believe in him. When he
turned out to be a liar, it got my pride real good after I'd
stood him to drinks and meals. I'd even thought about
asking him along if I went back home for a while. He didn't
give a damn about anyone but himself, but he had a big
heart. 1 think he was one of those guys who's bad to be that
way; it's only like they're trying to be characters.
Everybody can like somebody like that — up here dozens
of guys have the same line. The roughnecks really break
your heart when they don't pan out. So I thought I'd shame
him. You've got to understand, Lew was looking out for
me.
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10 we set on dumping Big Knox. It wasn't
^^^going to be too hard. His acting around
!had given him the spins, so he was lying back on the
hood of Lew's car with his legs dangling over the grill,
sucking in air to get his balance back. There wasn't any
blood in his face and his lips were open loose. When we got
back in the car, slammed the doors, he didn't change
either. Nearby cars could see him. Some pointed when he
sat upright and leaned over the edge. Lew and I thought he
was just coughing at first, but then the way his shoulders
banged up and shot back down told it: he was giving up
some of that booze. All the people around us started
groaning to the other people in their cars. Lew and I could
just see his back as he was giving it up, but since he was
silhouetted against the screen it stood out well. We laughed
like crazy, a kind of mad naughty uncertain laughter. I also
knew about the other people around us, so 1 said, Knox,
cut it out. I wonder if I thought that would stop him. He
heard me for sure, 'cause he stood up and swooped around
and looked at us both, one finger flipping us the bird and
the other hand down his throat. Like that he yacked all
over the hood of Lew's car. I waited for Lew to laugh first.
This was a pretty good show Big Knox was putting on.
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Mark Granger

He covered a lot of the front of the car and got back
inside. He tried to get in on the driver's side, only he
grabbed the speaker cord and yanked it off the post, let the
thing fall to the ground. The color cartoon was coming on.
Lew started up the chevy with Big Knox almost in, then
pulled over to the blockhouse. Big Knox never sat down,
since as soon as we stopped he pushed out to clean himself
while Lew hosed off the grillwork. I followed him since I
wouldn't want to miss any of this. It wasn't anything
special though; I guess the wind was knocked out of his
sails. He just marched as straight as he could for the
washroom, his face as white as a turnip. Inside he ran some
water and ran his index finger across his teeth. I stood half
in and out of the room with my foot holding the door
open. Nobody was around to see, but Knox could tell what
I was up to and looked up really mad and bleary, scary. He
didn t say anything, charged past me. When he was back in
the backseat he put his feet out the window and closed his
eyes. It wasn't going to be any problem dumping him, if we
could lift him.
By now Lew was seeing red. He was charged for
getting rid of Knox right there in the lot, and I think he
would have used a brick to bonk him if I hadn't been
around. After I'd seen Knox all pasty and bent over the
sink it was going to be a little harder for me. I said we
should wait a bit. Around where our car was before there
was a lot of garbage. 1 think you could have told how big
the car was by looking at the outline of puke, bottles and
boxes we'd left behind. We got a new spot and settled in for
the first feature. I reached around for a fresh quart of beer,
and got one for Lew.
It must have been the hops and barley smell that did it
to Big Knox, cause in a minute he was out of the car again,
giving up a couple more pints. It's no use man, he said,
here come the cops, and he gave up some more. This time I
heard somebody gagging in the next car over. Big Knox got
back in when he was done and just passed cold. Neither
Lew nor I said anything and I think we waited a bit before
we drank more.
Five minutes later the cops did come. How did Knox
know that? It was a lucky thing 1 saw the paddy wagon
pull into the lot, since I didn't have too many doubts about
who they were there for. Missingfingers must have told
them something really big was up at the drive-in. Must
have been the biggest paddy wagon in the county. I was
looking at the entrance gate over Big Knox's passed out feet
when it pulled in. Whoa, shit, I said to Lew, and his eyes
bugged out. He kept looking at it as it drove across the lot
to the blockhouse, the way you might look at an animal to
keep it from charging you, and he reached for the ignition.
Once the cop got out to talk to Missingfingers we gunned it
out of there and headed north on the highway. With any
luck they never saw us go.

But still, we were pretty scared about being stopped,
ne look into the car and there wouldn't be any doubt

about whether or not it was us they wanted. We didn't just
smell like a brewery; Big Knox was out cold. He'd snored
through the whole escape.

I

suppose there's a moral in this somewhere.
I suppose this is the place to find out
about that. Say, have you got anything to drink?
I'm a little dry. Thanks, that tastes real cold. Hallelujah!
Beer here!
Lew knew this little college nearby where we could fix
the last turn. Dump Knox there, that was easy again. Relief
made us kind of giddy.
You never knew a town so quiet. All these red brick
buildings with all this white wood and ivy hanging off
them, and a little bit of town peppered in between. Maybe
there was a law against neon or something.
What Lew's plan was was to locate his sister's best
girlfriend and leave him in her building with a note pinned
on him. Her name was Bibbette. One of those foundling
notes. First we thought of just asking around until we
found someone who knew Bibbette, but we decided they
might think we were strange or crazy and we'd get more
cops. So we called up the school's operator, and got a
security guard to point out which dorm.
Bibbette came up to about here, hair like that angel's
over there wrapped up wet in a towel. When she saw Lew
she gave him a big hug. Then for a couple of minutes all
she could ask about was his sister, and Lew couldn't steer
the conversation. He answered for a little while, then he
just stared at her fat green slippers and asked her about his
sister. 1 stood there, ready. The air got thick. The most
nerve he had was to offer her a slug off his quart, which she
turned down. Maybe he was thinking about other things
until he snapped to and said, Well, we were driving by on
business and I thought I'd give you Luanne's best. My
friend has to get someplace though, so. Good luck on your
French test. And we stood around and left.
Now, we were gone from the car for not half an hour
but it wasn't where we left it when we got back there. That
was a surprise. Lew and I stood together looking at an
empty space with somebody's name on it. He couldn't have
taken it, I'll kill him, said Lew. He showed me the keys. Big
Knox had fixed us for what was on our minds — does that
sound right?
Even with the car stolen we couldn't just stand there
looking at the space forever. As usual, the thing to do was
to go home to sleep, so we decided to hitch hike back no
matter how long it took. No choice there. But two guys at
that hour weren't going to have much chance of a quick
trip.
At the end of the lot was the weirdest thing, the car. It
looked pretty strange after we'd pegged it as stolen, seeing
it sitting there, ready. God, Lew was happy. He ran right
over when he saw it and started it up. While it warmed he
looked over the exterior. Only new thing he saw were
some chain scars on the bumper. That was fine, he
was happy enough to own it again. The reverse made a
9

funny sound from being dragged across the lot, and that
was fine; we just wanted to be out of there.
We didn't say much driving back to Gracie's Place.
There was an impounding sticker over the driver's side of
the windshield, so Lew tried to decide whether to look
around it or drive with his head out the window most of
the way back. I stared out the side past my reflection at the
glass and mica glittering where the edge of the headlight
cut. It looked like the stars. Where Big Knox was was up in
the air. Not in the car.
Once at Gracie's Place all we wanted to do was sleep. I
tip-toed past Mrs. Ahern's room and up the stairs. When I
turned the key to my room the door wouldn't open. I was
just about walking around asleep, so it took a minute to
figure out that there was a stack of pennies jammed as hard

as could be into the gap between door and frame. I got out
my knife and pried them loose. Indian heads. Downstairs,
I pounded on Big Knox's door. Buzz off, sonny boy, he
laughed from behind it.

T

he next day he told us how he'd woken
up at the college all muddled. He walked
around until he knew where he was, then hitched
home in two rides. The longer one was from an off-duty
patrolman. I don't know, there's something in all those
little details You've got in everything, and something in
going over them. Lew joined in about the car stuff and I
acted out some parts. We recounted that night to just
about everyone we could. After that adventure together,
and in telling the story, Big Knox and I were right again.

Red in tooth
f

The sow shifts her swollen weight
and there is an explosion of flies.
When she resettles so do they,
except for the big horsefly chewing on her rump,
which doesn't bother to move.
The stench is enough to knock you out
and then to re- awaken you,
but her sixteen piglets seem not to mind,
racing around the pen barking like little dogs.
The farmer must crush their razor sharp front teeth
to spare the mother's teats
and their own unsuspecting tails.
He says, "On the sixth day God created man and pigs."
Mark Dunbar
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Mark Dunbar
The Beetle-Hatch
Last night, the woods gave birth.
The midwife moon turned her hollows to earth
to raise life from the dead; the dead acquiescedoak leaves, cadavers' hands, rustled from rest.
The beetles were hatching. New-bitter smells,
gunmetal glint of their slippery shells,
crackled and spilled from dry ashen folds
as egg cases broke in the mosses and molds.
Last night, the woods bled black.
Earl McGann
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Stephen Dedalus's Women:
The progression of feminine imagery in

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man

Mark Dunbar

T

he question is, when reading A Portrait
of the Artist as a "Young Man, how
seriously are we to take Stephen Dedalus? After all,
as is commonly noted, he is a bit of a prig: sensitive nearly
to the point of hemophilia and often mortified and
disgusted with his own physical incarnation. At the end of
the book we see him ready to depart from Dublin into the
"Luminous Future" after having rejected nearly every
aspect of not simply his own, but essentially any society:
family, friends, religion, nationality and language. Despite
the difficulties one may have with Stephen's character,
however, there is a level at which one may take him
seriously, for in the evolution of his character something
crucial happens in terms of his acquisition of an
imaginative framework through which he may begin a
positive reordering and recreation of the world. I would
like to concentrate on what Stephen affirms, which is his
own creative ability to utilize a progression of images in
such a way that relates his imagination to the real world,
and thus finally allows the possibility of artistic creation.
The images I speak of are female images beginning
with Mercedes and ending with the mysterious muse of
Stephen's poetical inspiration in the final book. Between
the images of Mercedes and Stephen's muse come those of
the whores and the girl on the beach. The epiphany of the
girl on the beach has received much attention as the oc
casion of Stephen's complete realization and un
derstanding of the "act itself of esthetic apprehension," but
this cannot be the climax of the novel (as many maintain) if
it truly concerns Stephen's development as an artist, for he
must still take one step further to an understanding of the
act itself of esthetic creation. As Robert Scholes says.
In order to tulfill the term of Stephen's esthetic
gestation, it was necessary for Joyce to present us with a
created thing, with a literary work which was the
product of his inspiration. 1
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This, I argue, is what happens when Stephen writes his
poem, and my attention shall finally be focused on
Stephen's muse, for due to her eclectic nature she has yet to
be fully and completely identified. My argument is that her
most appropriate name is Sophia, who is the spirit of
wisdom found in the book of Proverbs and in the
apocryphal book of Ecclesiasticus, and that her appearance
in the final book is the true climax of the novel.
^^^he first significant image Stephen encounters
is the image of Mercedes in The Count
JL of Monte Cristo. His imagination is wonderfully
affected by his "rugged translation" of the book, and it
touches his consciousness in such a way that he begins to
see the world in terms of the book. As a result of his
reading Dublin becomes a "new and complex sensation"
for Stephen. He lives adventures patterned after, or at least
"marvelous as those in the book itself." For instance, a
regular house is transformed into the dwelling place of
Mercedes:
Outside Blackrock, on the road that led to the moun
tains, stood a small whitewashed house in the garden of
which grew many rosebushes: and in this house, he told
himself, another Mercedes lived. 2
Perhaps the most significant result of his exposure to the
image of Mercedes is a feeling of unrest: He returned to
Mercedes and, as he brooded upon her image, a strange
unrest crept into his blood." The image alone, it seems, is
not enough for Stephen, though "his soul so constantly"
beholds it. He begins to look for Mercedes in "the real
world." As Joyce says of Stephen: "He wanted to meet in
the real world the insubstantial image which his soul so
constantly beheld." Mercedes becomes a catalyst in
Stephen's search for beauty. In this way the words of The
Count of Monte Cristo have a creative effect on the
evolution of Stephen's consciousness. They make him feel,
or imagine, that life is not complete until he finds Mer
cedes, or whatever she represents. Life now has a focal
point, no matter how mysterious or tenuous.
Mercedes carries with her the seeds of her own
destruction, however. "In the real world" keeps rearing
its head. We are pointedly reminded that the image of
Mercedes does not exist "in the real world." In the
description of Stephen's wanderings through Dublin, Joyce
says, "and amid this new bustling life he might have
fancied himself in another Marseilles but that he missed the
bright sky and the sun-warmed trellisses of the
15

wineshops.' The only image Stephen finds is one of his
own making, and it is made of "transfers and paper flowers
and colored tissue paper and strips of the silver and golden
paper in which chocolate is wrapped." The image of
Mercedes gets Stephen moving in the right direction, but it
is not needed for long. One is reminded of the Zen adage,
"Once the student sees the moon at which the master's
finger is pointed, then the finger is no longer needed." The
image of Mercedes is not real in the sense that it is not
material and Stephen begins to feel a "vague dissatisfac
tion" within himself, which, suggesting incompleteness,
leaves room for further growth.
Stephen has begun a search, then, and the object of his
search is the embodiment of the image spoken of in these
lines:
He did not know where to seek it or how: but a
premonition which led him on told him that this image
would, without any overt act of his, encounter him.
Stephen's most significant images throughout the novel
are connected with the feminine, and when he finally will
meet the one big "her" he believes that "Weakness and
timidity and inexperience will fall from him in that magic
moment." This "magic moment" happens three times. The
first two of these meetings involve images quite real and
physical, and therefore on the opposite end of the scale
from Mercedes. The first of the meetings is Stephen's
experience with the whores.
Stephen's experience with the whores is made possible
by the experience he has when he visits Cork with his
father and sees the word "foetus" scrawled on a desk. This
triggers a disturbing rush of "monstrous reveries" from his
unconscious. Speaking of these, Joyce says, "It shocked
him to find in the outer world a trace of what till then he
had deemed a brutish and individual malady of his own
mind. The words "till then" suggest that Stephen has
already experienced the "monstrous reveries" in his
imagination, yet it is not until he sees the word "foetus"
scrawled on the desk that he realizes his imaginations have
an actual reality in the world. Thus the word helps him
realize and "solidify" a reality which he had considered but
solipsistic and uncertain. These images accrete until
presumably under their influence and that of "the fierce
longings of his heart before which everything else was idle
and alien," he begins his wanderings again in search of the
physical embodiment of the word "foetus"; the
representation and proof of his "monstrous reveries." As
with the image of Mercedes, his new "monstrous reveries"
arise "out of mere words," yet their exact origin is un
certain, for it is said that he wonders "always where they
came from, from what den of monstrous images." As with
Mercedes, however, and despite their exact place of origin,
his new images call him out in search of their realization.
Thus Stephen encounters the whores. Again, this is
basically analogous to what happens with Mercedes;
Stephen develops an image made real from words and then
goes looking for it. The process is the same in both cases;
first there is an opening up, the discovery of a new world
16

within the image(s), then there is the search to find the
image(s) in actuality, and the subsequent abandonment of
them as unacceptable or incomplete prototypes of what he
is really looking for. The difference in this case is that
Stephen abandons Mercedes because he cannot find her,
while he seemingly abandons the whores precisely because
he does find them. This seems odd if one considers the fact
that the description of his meeting with the first whore
corresponds almost exactly with the previous description
of Stephen's imagined meeting with the "insubstantial
image." Here is the description of that imagined meeting in
full;
They would meet quietly as if they had known each
other and had made their tryst, perhaps at one of the
gates or in some more secret place. They would be
alone, surrounded by darkness and silence: and in that
moment of supreme tenderness he would be trans
figured. He would fade into something impalpabable
under her eyes and then in a moment, he would be
transfigured. Weakness and timidity and inexperience
would fall from him in that magic moment.
In the description of the meeting with his first whore it is
said that "In her arms he felt that he had suddenly become
strong and fearless and sure of himself." So also she
removes his sexual inexperience, his timidity (he goes back)
and his weakness for the merely mental, or spiritual
(Mercedes). The act is accomplished by no "overt act of
his," really; she takes his arm and leads him to her room,
which is in "some more secret place" where they are alone.
With his repeated returns, however, Stephen begins to fear
for the fate of his soul and goes to a priest for confession.
Somewhat surprisingly the priest does not emphasize
Stephen's guilt, but his visitations are halted with the
priest's exhortation: "Give it up, my child, for God's sake.
It is dishonorable and unmanly."
I he whores are one extreme of Stephen's imagination
and Mercedes is another. He has extrapolated them both
and made them real from "mere words," and now he must
synthesize and fuse them together. He must now acquire a
new image.
^ ^ tephen finds his next image, or perhaps it
^^kis more correct to say they find each
other; he and the girl on the beach. She is not solely
a mental image, nor, we assume, is she a whore. The way
in which Stephen sees her is a break-through for him. She
is "the wonder of mortal beauty," but he does not desire to
possess her as he seems to want to "have" Mercedes, or as
he does have" the whores. He realizes that she is beautiful,
and the process, if it can be called a process, stops there.
His image of her is static, which as he later explains to
Lynch is the true way to behold the beautiful:
1 he feelings excited by improper art are kinetic desire
or loathing. Desire urges us to possess, to go to
something; loathing urges us to abandon, to go from
something. These are kinetic emotions . . . The
esthetic ... is therefore static. The mind is arrested
above desire and loathing.
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1 came out of the mouth of the most High,
and covered the earth as a cloud.
I dwelt in high places,
and my throne is cloudy pillar.

The encounter with the girl on the beach is crucial to the
development of Stephen's artistic sensibility, for as he also
says to Lynch:
The first step in the direction of beauty is to understand
the frame and scope of the imagination, to comprehend
the act itself of esthetic apprehension.
Stephan cannot begin to create until he has reached
this understanding of the proper object of creation, which
is beauty, and what the artist's proper relationship to the
beautiful is. The epiphany of the girl on the beach is ab
solutely necessary to his development as an artist, for it is
then that he sees the quidditas of the girl; "that supreme
quality of beauty, the clear radiance of the esthetic image."
When he sees the girl it is as if he sees her and the world
through absolutely clear lenses.
As with the whores, the encounter with the girl on the
beach is an actual dramatisation of his earlier imagined
meeting with the "insubstantial image." He performs no
"overt act" of his own, they "meet quietly, as if they had
known each other" and they are "alone, surrounded by
darkness and silence." Stephan also loses "weakness and
timidity and inexperience," for he goes out over the sands
"singing wildly to the sea," of which he is afraid. This is the
first major image Stephen does not abandon or reject as
being incomplete or somehow unacceptable. Through it he
gains an imaginative insight which allows him to un
derstand the "esthetic act of apprehension" which in turn
allows him to empty himself sufficiently enough before the
world so that a true creative inspiration may work through
him.

o

n the morning Stephen writes his poem
Joyce says, "a spirit filled him, pure
as the purest water, sweet as dew, moving as
music." This "spirit" is responsible for the creative in
spiration which moves him to write his poem. The writing
of the poem enables another meeting with the "in
substantial image." This time the image is entirely different
from anything he has seen before, which admittedly is the
case with Mercedes and the whores, but this image is also
different from anything merely human.
In the Old Testament one encounters the name
Sophia. This is the spirit of wisdom, who Jung has
described as "a coeternal and more or less hypostatized
pneuma of feminine nature that existed before the
Creation." In Proverbs 8:22-23 (Oxford annotated) she
speaks of herself:
The Lord created me at the
beginning of his work,
the first of his acts of old.
Ages ago I was set up,
at the first, before the beginning of
the earth.
A further source, Jung says,
is the Wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach, or
Ecclesiasticus, written around 200 B.C. Here wisdom
says of herself:
18

Since Sophia comes "out of the mouth of the most High,"
one is tempted to associate her with the Logos of John,
which Jung does. He says, "She corresponds in almost
every way to the Logos of John." According to Jung there
is also a direct connection between Sophia and the Virgin
Mary. He says that Mary
Is distinguished at the outset by the privilege of an
immaculate conception and is thus free from the taint of
original sin. It is therefore evident that she belongs to
the state before the fall. This posits a new beginning.
The divine immaculateness of her status makes it clear
that she not only bears the image of God in un
diminished purity, but, as the bride of God, is also the
incarnation of her prototype, namely Sophia.
T he point of all this in relation to Stephen is that at the
moment of his poetical inspiration it is as if he were
possessed by the spirit of Sophia, the Virgin Mary and the
Logos of John all at the same time. Language such as this:
The instant of inspiration seemed now to be reflected
from all sides at once from a multitude of cloudy cir
cumstances of what had happened or what might have
happened. The instant flashed forth like a point of light
and now from cloud on cloud of vague cir
cumstances ....
and this:
That rose and ardent light was her strange and wilful
heart, strange that no man had known or would know,
wilful from before the beginning of the world.
recalls Sophia and Mary, "tViat no man had known."
Stephen's muse is perhaps the most all encompassing
of feminine archetypes. Though not a proper name, Joyce
supplies her with another title when at one point during the
narration of Stephen's inspiration he calls her the "tempt
ress" of Stephen's poem. In this connection she has a
long and famous literary history to be found in such works
as Blake's "The Mental Traveller" and Keat's "La Belle
Dame Sans Merci." Not only is she equated with the Virgin
Mary and the Logos of John, but also in lesser degrees with
Emma, the country woman who invites Davin into her
cottage and the girl who calls out to Stephan on the street,
who he describes as
... a figure of the womanhood of her country, a
batlike soul waking to consciousness of itself in
darkness and secrecy and loneliness, tarrying awhile,
loveless and sinless.
Besides these connections there are others including the
figure of Eve and perhaps even that of Lilith, as Scholes
points out:
... in the Bible Eve figures as first temptress as well as
first mother. And this feminine principle — irrational,
sensual, seductive — becomes in Joyce's inversion of
traditional typology the property of Mary and
Eve . . . Not only are Eve and Mary fused in the image
of the Temptress (and that other temptress, Lilith,

perhaps) but other figures such as E.C. herself, girls who
have laughed at Stephan or called out to him in the
street, and the mysterious woman who invited Davin
into her cottage.
One may see, then, that the connotative interpretations of
the pronoun her, when in reference to Stephen's muse,
are many. However, to not finally recognize the denotative
interpretation, referring to Sophia, is to miss the central
aspect of the experience.

T

he inspiration which is Sophia/wisdom is
Stephen's final encounter with the "un
substantial image" which he courts and is courted by
throughout the book. It is the luminous experience which
allows him to step formally into the creative world of the
artist, and one is reminded of his words to Lynch during
their discussion of esthetics:
When we come to the phenomena of artistic conception,
artistic gestation and artistic reproduction, I require a
new terminology and a new personal experience.
Stephen's encounter with Sophia generates some of the
language of the poem. This language is the "new ter
minology." We may see how this happens when in the
narration of the inspiration Joyce says
An enchantment of the heart I The night had been en
chanted. In a dream or a vision he had known the ecstacy of seraphic life. Was it an instant of enchantment
only or hours and days and years and ages? . . .That
rose and ardent light was her strange and wilful heart,
strange that no man had known or would know, wilful
from before the beginning of the world: and lured by
that ardent roselike glow the choirs of the seraphim
were falling from heaven.

and then writes the first tercet of the poem:
Are you not weary of ardent ways.
Lure of the fallen Seraphim?
Tell no more of enchanted day3.
The language of the poem reveals not only the
paradoxical nature of Sophia, but also Stephen's Cit"
ambivalent attitude towards her. She is the "lure of the fallen
seraphim,' and is thus responsible for Satan's act of
transgression, but from the description of the inspiration it
is clear that Satan and his angels are not the only ones
lured by her. Joyce says, 'Ol In the virgin womb of the
imagination the word was made flesh. Gabriel the seraph
had come to the virgin's chamber." That Gabriel is called
Gabriel the seraph" seems a deliberate attempt to
•associate him with the "choirs of falling seraphim" who
come the fallen seraphim" of the first tercet. The fact
* * Mary's an incarnation of Sophia makes the suggestion
1 at Gabriel is lured to the "virgin's chamber" in the way
t at Satan is lured to rebel almost a certainty, and one
must then understand Joyce when he calls Sophia the
temptress of Stephan's poem. His poem is largely an
entreaty to her to put off her tempting and her game of
» e-and-seek so that his artistic genius may finally and
ormally be engaged. He wishes at once to know her and to

*
3
I

a.
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be released from her. There is this sense of ambivalence in
the lines "Are you not weary of ardent ways" and 'Tell no
more of enchanted days." The irony of the poem is that it is
in some ways a lament to Sophia's slippery, seemingly
unattainable nature written at the occasion of her ap
pearance, and we must conclude that Stephan is either one
step behind an immediate understanding of his inspiration
or that his desire for Sophia has increased with her ap
pearance when in reference to her he writes in his journal,
"I desire to pass into my arms the loveliness which has not
yet come into the world,"
Though Sophia is the prime agent in the creation of
the poem, the feelings and sensations attendant upon her
appearance are not the only source of the language in the
poem. Stephen's thoughts about his relationship with
Emma creep in at the fourth and fifth tercets. These are
"bitter and despairing thoughts," and they are reflected
especially in the language of the fourth tercet, which
speaks of "broken cries and mournful lays." The tone of his
poem is celebratory, however, despite the incorporation of
these thoughts, for he says they rise "unbroken in a hymn
of thanksgiving."

T

he fact that Emma, as well as Sophia,
influences
the
creation
of
the
poem
suggests a parallel between artistic and natural
maturation, or perhaps more simply, the idea that art
imitates nature. We may not unjustly say that Emma
ideally represents the possibility of Stephen's future in
volvement in the process of natural maturation (marriage
and sexual reproduction). She represents the possibility of
physical love, and though we are never given an entirely
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clear image of her, she is, unlike the whores and the girl on
the beach, the one physical image with whom Stephen may
enter into a proper relationship of "possession." She is the
golden mean between the whores and Sophia, though
Stephen cannot be comfortable with her, for he is an
Icarian figure at once amusingly and frighteningly hell —
bent on soaring to the heights of his own creative artistry.
Touching on these thoughts, Hugh Kenner says,
. . . the female role in the Portrait is less to arouse than
to elucidate masculine desires. Hence the complex
function in the book of physical love: the physical is the
analogue of the spiritual, as St. Augustine insisted in his
Confessions (which with Ibsen's Brand, is the chief
archetype of Joyce's book). The poles between which
this affection moves are those of St. Augustine and St.
John: the Whore of Babylon and the Bride of Christ.
The relation between the two is far from simple, and
Stephan moves in a constant tension between the two.
In both natural and artistic maturation the goal is the
same. It is as we learn from Stephen's epiphany of the girl
on the beach, 'To live, to err, to fall, to triumph, to
recreate life out of life!" Here one is perhaps reminded of
Blake's vision of Eden, which is twofold. The higher realm
is called simply Eden, and it is the realm of visionary artists
and prophets. The lower realm is the garden of love and
sexual reproduction between men and women, and its title
is Beulah. In this language we may see that Stephen's final
accomplishment is a synthesis of the two realms, and the
acquisition of the knowledge that while the world is
"fallen," it may nonetheless be redeemed through the
catalyst of the imagination as it brings about the in
carnation of spiritual ideals such as Sophia.
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Ellen Montague

Wednesday of Ash
The sun rises, silent,
yellow and austere in a gray morning,
and glides like a ghost through the sky.
Winter barely eases its fierceness;
snow melts in rivers, in puddles,
and streams across the face of the day.
The air is cloaked in preparation —
sounds of suspended life echo beyond
emptiness bounded by celebration and death:
The sky proclaims. You shall return
to dust, when melted snows cease to flow
and searing death confronts your moistened life.
Ground fades to heaven, both blend
in endlessness of gray, meaningless,
significant, silent, haunted.
A mist is gathered around the shoulders of night,
Shrouds its nakedness in warmth of death.
Above obscure clouds, a silver moon
rises sharply, slices through the dark.
Unmovable stone closes the tomb of day —
seals the day of penitence and ash.
Debra Ziehtn
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Virginia Woolf and the NBA
Could have used each other.
This power-forward, black as
Othello, and this Englishwoman
whose sweating chaos was her
class, herself, her art . . .
Darrel Dawkins meets Clarissa D
at I lowered centercourt at an English
tea. Dr. J's rim-fire hands
open the book of the hands
of Thomas Stearns Eliot,
banker with a shooter's eye,
out of St. Louis and Dante,
who introduces Mrs. Ramsey, oddsmaker.
What is feminine or masculine,
British or Afro-american, brute
or breeding, here, in the moment
when the subtly turned sentence
enacts the silent, twisting
reverse layup? What crowd,
sea-like, roars? Time out:
"Mrs. Wooll, Mr. Kareum Abdul Jabbar.
That Knowledge — secluded in the eyes
of the athlete, glistening black,
a warrior with no weapons save
his ilesh, his peripheral vision;
or the street awareness of her mind,
the nerves at fastbreak (the roar
of the invisible, historical crowd
silent in their cars) — of art.
Virginia Wooll and the showered
stars ol the NBA are relative
strangers. The moment when the
twenty-loot jumper drops
ami the moment when the passing
loyalties sink together (the
moment when the submarine
implodes and becomes ocean)
"are one and the same moment,
when pale Woolf sees into Cazzie s
brown study, and both blur into
the victorious, distant images
of their craft: the Garden, the lights,
the blind pass, the black connection.
In Bloomsbury, faint odor of Tuf-Skin.
Philip Clutrrh
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Tiepolo's Genius:
Survey of a Baroque Master Painter
Giovanni Battista Tiepolo was born in Venice in

1696, into a family that comprised five other children. His
father died shortly after he reached his first year of age.
The raising of so large a family was understandably a
strain on his mother, who apprenticed him to the school of
the painter Gregorio Lazzarini. He developed rapidly as a
young painter; his restless talent soon tired of the con
ventions of the traditional artists' schools. By the age of
eighteen, he was accepting commissions on his own, and
began to paint frescoes in the numerous churches of
Venice. He grew in remarkably fertile surroundings.
Throughout the churches and palazzos were works by
Bellini, Titian, Tintoretto, and Veronese. These artists
were to exercise a pervasive influence throughout the
course of Tiepolo's artistic endeavors.
We may more clearly see this by examining one of his
earliest frescoes, "The Glory of Saint Theresa," which was
painted on the ceiling of a Venetian church between 1720
and 1725. While the floating angels and wisps of smoke
immediately recall Tintoretto's "Last Supper" of 1592-94,
the content, and to some extent, the form reflect Titian's
"Assumption of the Virgin" of 1516-18. A comparison of
the similarities and differences of Titian's and Tiepolo's
works is instructive. Both paintings contain similarities in
content: as God bears a crown to the rising Virgin in
Titian's work, an angel descends from Heaven to proffer
Theresa a crown of olive in Tiepolo's fresco. A row of
jubilant angels and putti flanks the feet of both deified
women.
But now consider the differences of the two works.
Titian has strictly fitted his figures to the frame of the
canvas; the composition is essentially sell contained. While
there is a certain depth, a three-dimensionality, in the
"Assumption," nothing is added that would distort or
break the bounds of the frame. Tiepolo's employment of
the frame reveals a different attitude; he uses it as a device
to achieve greater senses of restlessness and actuality.
Tiepolo's surface is not merely a window; parts of the
action burst through the frame, melding the actual
structure of the ceiling with his fantastic vision. The
awesome restlessness of Tiepolo's imagination is imbued
with the substance of the ceiling, and his fresco seems to us
an event more capable of actually happening.
Notice how Titian's rendering is segmented into three
"layers" of figures, which stretch across the canvas.
Certainly there are upward expressions, but we are
reluctant to say that Titian's work contains within it an
awesome and monumental unity. Tiepolo strives for an
awesome, soaring verticality as the key to unity in his
26

Earl C. McGann

work. St. Theresa and the jubilant angeis form a pyramid,
radically foreshortened and inclined forward from the
picture plane. The pyramid seems to displace space, and
conveys a sense of mass that makes Theresa's presence
commanding and convincing.
Theresa looks downward at us. An appeal is made to
the viewer, far below on the ground, to participate in the
heavenly glory. We as viewer play the same role of awed
observer that Titian depicts in his bottom "layer" of
figures. The approaching angel hovers directly above us,
and captures a moment in time. The active inclusion of the
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Abraham; and he said Here am I. And he said, Lay not
thine hand upon the lad, neither do anything unto him:
for now I know that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast
not withheld thy son, thine only son, from me. And
Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold
behind him a ram caught in a thicket by his horns ...1
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All of the elements of the Biblical text are included in the
fresco, and we sense the immediacy of the angel's mission,
as Abraham readies his knife for the plunge.
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Tiepolo: The Glory of Saint Theresa [1720-25]
viewer, the suspension of a moment in time, the in
tegration of fresco and architectural setting, and the
emphasis on grandeur and monumentality all lead us to
conclude that Tiepolo's work is truly Baroque.
Our next ceiling fresco further emphasizes the freezing
of a moment so characteristic of Baroque art. The
Sacrifice of Abraham was painted between 1725 and
1726, in the Archiepiscopal Palace at Udine, a town in
northern Italy. The fresco is Tiepolo's depiction of an
arresting moment in Biblical literature:
. . . And Abraham stretched forth his hand, and took
the knife to slay his son. And the angel of the Lord
called unto him out of heaven, and said Abraham,

What makes this such a dynamic fresco7 Perhaps the
most fundamentally powerful element is the great clash of
the thrusts. The rocks of the sacrificial altar form the base
of a pyramid, which terminates at Abraham's head — a
tremendous upward thrust. The light of God beams
strongly downward, and strikes against the pyramid.
There is further dynamism in the positions of Abraham
and the swirling, weightless angel. Both are wheeling
inward from their intended courses; both are drawn into a
vortex of action. Notice that the smoke rising from the
altar provides the background for Abraham's head, while
the smoke around the angel billows forward, partially
consuming him.
We are aware of further refinements of technique and
style. The picture plane is not inclined toward us, but an
extension of the plane of the wall, and it becomes in
creasingly detached from the plane of the ceiling as the
perspectives move upward. Issac looks down upon us,
providing the same link between the spectator and the
depicted action as St. Theresa does. Yet the crucial figure,
Abraham, does not look down; wheeling behind, he takes
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The Sacrifice of Abraham [1725-26)
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often made fresco painting difficult, so Tiepolo often
diverted his energies to other artistic media. In "Danae," an
oil-on-canvas painting which he completed in late 1735, we
can begin to see a change in Tiepolo's style. The texture of
cloth and flesh has become softer, the sunlight warmer and
more diffuse. The painting is a combination of vertical and
horizontal elements, as evinced by the verticality of the
columns, and the horizontal placement of Danae's legs, the
floor, and the frieze of the architecture in the background.
This static quality is daringly contrasted with the entrance
of Jupiter, who arrives in a cloud of smoke, showering
Danae with gold coins. If we examine the figure of Danae,
we discover that she is foreshortened much as she would
be if she were in a ceiling fresco. In this painting, she
displays the haughtiness of an imprisoned goddess, and
reclines in a luxuriant scene that would do justice to
Veronese.
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The Judgment of Solomon [1726-2SJ
in the vision of the angel before he sees the ram. In this
way, Tiepolo has achieved a greater degree of freedom in

was
corporates light and shadow ,n the frame, using the frame
as a toil lor the action. This is a very directional fresco,
both in Its composition and in its setting. The emphasis on
diagonals makes the fresco very dynamic.
We move on to a slightly later work by Tiepolo.
which was also painted on the ceiling of (he Episcopal
\r rn 1n U' i ™
i 8emfnl0i Solomon" was painted
Ti 7
,
'
IS Similar in theme to The Sacrifice
ot Abraham. Yet there are great differences in the later
work. Architectural elements are incorporated in thescene,
introducing a horizontal element that we have not seen
before in Tiepolo s work. Tiepolo is now relying on
buildings and settings to define the depth of the
background of his frescoes. How well does this work? The
stairs in the foreground are greatly compressed, as the tops
of the steps cannot be viewed from the implied lower level
of the spectator. This tends to flatten the stairs a bit. The
background, replete with foreshortened statues, is also
greatly compressed.
The Judgement of Solomon" is much more
horizontally composed than The Sacrifice of Abraham."
The action becomes separated into two focal points — the
assasin with knife poised in hand, and Solomon, who
commands the assasin to stay his hand. Yet the air between
the assasin and Solomon is not charged with the same
degree of tension and conflict that makes "The Sacrifice of
Abraham so gripping. Tiepolo must have painted the
classical architecture and the groups of people with other
motives in mind. Depicted is the pomp, color, and regalia
beloved of Titian and Veronese. As a portrayal of opul ence
and splendor, The Judgement of Solomon" succeeds, but
foreshortening the horizontal tendencies of Classical ar
chitecture presents a problem which Tiepolo must solve in
future works.
Tiepolo was by this time an acknowledged master of
the art of fresco, but he received commissions for canvasses and altar-pieces as well. The humidity in the air
28

weightlessness. The soaring, monumental qualities'of the
classical setting are emphasized by placing the horizontal
lines in a very vertical frame. The static tendencies of the
horizontal lines are offset by the diagonal rise of the
staircase, and the outstretched hands. The setting is
asymmetrical, and yet so carefully balanced that the eve
takes in the height of the setting, which blends well with
the periwinkle sky and soaring white clouds. There is an
implied limillessness downward as well; we see a heretic
being cast out of the scene at its base. The scene has an
outstanding integral harmony, and an outward pre sence as
well as an inward depth,
In December, 1750, Tiepolo arrived at Wurzburg, a
town in southern Germany, to decorate the ceiling of the
recently completed Episcopal Palace. At Wurzburg, he
painted his most celebrated ceiling fescoes. One of the most
prominent of Tiepolo's Wurzburg works is "Apollo
Conducting Beatrice of Burgundy to Barbarossa," painted
Irom 1751-52. In this fresco, we can see the culminating
mastery of Tiepolo's earlier exercises, set in a harmonious
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synthesis of jubilation and grandeur. The four white horses
pulling Apollo's quadriga sail into clear view from behind
the clouds, creating an immediate and diagonal thrust
across the sky. The forceful direction of the horses, and the
swirling, weightless torch-bearer remind us of the
"Abraham" fresco, but the great complexity of the
Wurzburg fresco reveals the movements of the figures
much more freely. We see figures standing upon what
appears to be a Classical-style pedistal at the lower left. But
the incorporation of architecture in this fresco transcends
the purpose of suggesting space, or of providing a setting
for foreshortened characters; Tiepolo has incorporated the
classical stairs for their linear, directional elements as well.
We are also treated to a tremendous display of
pageantry and color — billowing banners of scarlet and
white against a sky burgeoning with smoky purple, vivid
pink, and brilliant blue. Light is brilliantly rejected off the
white fields of the flag, the clouds, and the charging steeds,
and so is elemental in depicting the restless action. The
fresco conveys an amazing feeling of presence; human
figures appear to loom over the edge, looking down upon
us. They anchor the picture plane to that of the ceiling.
Because the planes of the fresco and ceiling are unified,
foreshortening is used efficiently and with discretion; the
steps at the lower left fit into the frame, with a minimal
degree of intrusion. Foreshortening is used most
ingeniously in the flying horses, whose illumined masses
11 witr .ist dramatically with the weightless substance of air
and clouds.
In 1761, Tiepolo painted a fresco of similar theme in a
Verona palace, entitled The Triumph of Hercules." He we
find an important opportunity for comparison with the
Wurzburg fresco, painted nine years earlier. Examining
The Triumph of Hercules," we note that the coherence
and power that we experience in the Wurzburg fresco has
become diluted. Restless as the Wurzburg fresco is, its
restlessness is carefully directed; all lines lead to the
vaulting horses, which act as a unifying element in the
fresco. In the Verona fresco, four horses leap into the
center of the painting, but they lack the climactic
emergence of the Wurzburg horses. The horses at Wurzburg
have a wild, unrestrained restlessness; at Verona, they are
at full gallop, but surprisingly restrained and orderly. At
Verona, Tiepolo has reverted to the practice of painting
foreshortened architecture to emphasize the depth of the
fresco. The towers and columns interfere with the direction
of the horses almost relegating them to the point of incidental inclusion. There are many energies and motions
evident in the painting, such as billows of smoke, diving
angels, and arches in the sky, but these energies are
dispersed and independent of each other. The Verona
fresco does not capture the total feeling of awe and majesty
expressed in the Wurzburg fresco.
From 1761 to 1762, Tiepolo painted "The Apotheosis
of the Pisani Family." This fresco presents a great sense of
drama, that is considerably heightened by the alternating
light and dark bands of the sky. Tiepolo has clustered
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many figures above the two semi-circular borders of the
fresco, leaving the center open for the sky, and the glory of
heaven and angels. Despite the great drama that the sky
projects, the fresco contains no awesome unity that can be
taken in at a glance. The majesty of the work is revealed
when our eyes take in each scene along the border, and
then look to the centr&l realm of sublime loftiness. We can
see a progression complexity in Tiepolo's works. In his
earlier works, the effect striven for is more immediate. As
his works progress, the depiction of depth and illusion
becomes a more intellectualized process.
In 1761, Tiepolo and his sons were commissioned by
King Charles III of Spain to fresco the throne room of the
Royal I alace at Madrid. Although he was sixty-six years
old, and feeling the infirmities of age when he arrived, he
and his sons managed to paint "The World Pays Homage
to Spain" from 1762 to 1764. A colassal work, The World
Pays Homage to Spain'' represents Tiepolo's final conceptions of composition, foreshortening, and aerial effects.
Taken in as a whole, the fresco achieves a tremendous
feeling of loftiness by uniformly placing figures and
buildings in darker colors along the borders. The bordering
characters and towers are foreshortened, and directed from
all sides toward the center of the fresco. Personified virtues
and angels spiral upward to reveal Spain enthroned. The
spiraling motion is carried farther upward to the brilliant
circle of the sun. The tier of human figures, combined with
the tremendous upward spiral toward heavenly glory
reveals the influence of El Greco's "The Burial of Count
Orgaz. Considering Tiepolo's constant effort to refine his
effects, he must have been receptive to the expressive
power of El Grecos work. Tiepolo continued to paint in
Spain, despite some hostile reactions to his work until
he died in 1770.

In our survey of Tiepolo's work, we have noticed
several developments in his form and style. His frescoes
show a steady progression from linear depictions to scenes
of overwhelming complexity. As the frescoes progress, we
see an increasing departure from the dynamism expressed
in rigid diagonal lines, and a growing tendency to depict
the motions of mass in a weightless environment. We
notice his adjustment of the picture plane from an in
clination from the ceiling to a tangency to the ceiling.
Perhaps his most satisfying developments are those of
light, shadow, and air, and his suffusion of these etherical
elements with substance and presence. Finally, we can
appreciate his refinement of trompe-l'oeil effects: a sof
tening of light, and subtlety in its use, and an increasing
sense of tangibility in his characters, however high they
may seem. In the progression of Tiepolo's art, we can see
his growing mastery of illusion, and we can appreciate his
genious for conveying his visions so closely to the point
where illusion ends and reality begins.
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' The Book of Genesis, of The Cambridge Bible for Schools and
Colleges, 2nd edition; New York, 1921, pp. 236-37.
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The Church of the Redeemer
She smiles history,
changed now in the
soft age of her eyes.
Robed silent she sits
above all the families,
God-eyed children
and veiled mothers
correct in their pews.
A few fathers —
their faces shadowed
with failing businesses,
and absent sons.
Their hopeless strength
supports this place,
sure as any wall.
I stand in the nave,
her smile my future —
the small grace
of husband, father, failure.
Outside, she smiles
through the back window,
as the cars pull away
in an unsteady line.
A hard, banal beauty,
the one 1 am to know.
James Agnew
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The Ambiguous and the Askew:
Moral Judgments in

Scarlet Letter and
The
As I Lay Dying
Julia Heldman

hen asked once if he consciously or unconsciously
paralleled As I Lay Dying with The Scarlet Letter, Faulkner
replied:
No, a writer don't have to consciously parallel, because
he robs and steals from everything he ever wrote or read
or saw. I was simply writing a "tour de force" and as
every writer does, 1 took whatever I needed wherever I
could find it. ... Of course we don't know just who
Hawthorne took his story from. Which he probably did
because there are so few plots to write about
Though Faulker himself denies conscious imitation of
Hawthorne's romance and though the two books are
unique in form (one is a romance and the other a novel)
and narrative technique, they both revolve around a
similar set of circumstances. In both, the central woman
figure - Hester Prynne in The Scarlet Letter and Addie
Bundren in As / Lay Dying
finding herself in a community that represses her natural desires and emotions,
commits adultery with a minister and thus rejects an accepted, standard morality in favor of more subjective ones
Both women see this act as a means by which they can
liberate their true identities. Similarly, Hester and Addie
find that this rejection of a more universal morality leads
makes these 7o women°unique bLa^m™.VseTn in
a comparison of the story of Hester Prynne and that of
Addie Bundren. Hawthorne and Faulkner both reveal
concern for the unresolvable tension between the individual', desire for freedom and his longing for identity.
This conflict perpetuates the tragic moral ambiguity and
"askewness of life"* which each writer finds typical of
human experience.
Oddly enough, in spite of the differences in both
narrative technique and style in each of these works, both
of them begin in the middle of the story they tell. The result
of opening the works after the chronological beginning is
that we feel more sympathy for these women; even though
both Hester and Addie have made some tragic mistakes,
because we initially see them in the midst of their
problems, we are less quick to judge them. We sympathize
with their isolation and frustration and thus better understand why they come to act and think as they do. Even
if we have antipathy for adultery, we hesitate to condemn
these women. Each story opens with descriptions of the
bleak physical world in which these women live. Men and
women in "sad-colored garments" amidst equally
depressing rusty, gloomy-faced prisons and "unsightly
34

vegetation" fill in the landscape of The Scarlet Letter. A
dry, desolate land with a path "baked brick-hard by July"
and a cotton house of rough logs "with a broken
roof . . . leaning in empty shivering delapidation" sets the
opening scene of As I Lay Dying* Soon after these initial
scenes of desolation Hawthorne and Faulkner introduce us
to the somber emotional and moral environment in which
Hester and Addie find themselves. Hester's Boston is an
imposing Puritan community in which the people
pronounce judgment on her without sharing any mercy or
sympathy. They make her sin public as if they think that in
doing so they can exorcise it from their community; they
,. .. ..
,
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'"""f0"He-wensmercy on her
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HcS'Cr m»re comP><^ - *ough none of these
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these women live their
f "'Z?'c°mmu""y 5 way of thinking is
und^'andab e '' not '"'"a"y applauded We can
s
T" >'7,Pa,hlzt' w"h fdd,e "hen she descnbes her thrill
when whipping her students:
I would think with each blow of the switch. Now you
are aware of me! Now 1 am something in your secret
and selfish life, who have marked your blood with my
blood for ever and ever. (p. 462)
hen we first meet their husbands our sympathy for
these women and their actions appreciates. The idea of
living with the monomaniacal Quasimodo Chillingworth
or the slothful and equally deformed Anse is hardly ap
pealing to even the most desperate virgin. Both Hester and
Addie have a sensitive, passionate spirit which must be
fulfilled through involvement with something external to
them. As we learn from Addie's description of her life
before her adultery and Hester's thoughts after her own,
each women needs to have emotional involvement with
something else, to feel fulfilled, to overcome her isolation

and sense of purposelessness, to be alive. Addie aptly
describes this need as a desire to have her aloneness
"violated" (p. 464). Neither woman has a vital marital
relationship and neither has an acceptable religion or
philosophy to help her solve her problems, so each relies
on the only strengths she has — her instincts and passions.
Nevertheless, both Hester and Addie cannot be fulfilled,
cannot find their identities by themselves. They seek
emotional relationships to insure themselves of their own
reality. Because sex is fulfilling to both their instincts and
emotions and because it represents complete union with
someone else, Hester and Addie commit adultery. For
Hester this act "has a consecration of its own"4; for Addie,
it is the supreme desecretation, the most complete sin.
Both women see this act as the achievement of their
identity, because it speaks to their most fundamental
desires and beliefs. For Hester it means that she has con
firmed the truth of her subjective feelings and has created a
"mutual world" with Dimmesdale. Even if she cannot keep
him, she has found a vital link with a man who is
supremely a religionist and who therefore complements
and completes her totally emotional self. Because she loves
Dimmesdale, Hester's use of him for her own fulfillment is
more acceptable than Addie's use of Whitfield. For Addie,
the preacher is not even remotely human but is rather an
instrument of God" through which she can fulfill her
duty to the alive, to the terrible blood, the red bitter blood
boiling through the land" (p. 466). Both women are in
some degree pardonable for their rejection of the accepted
standard of morality they know and for the creation of
their own code of values, but their manipulation of men
points to an ugly egocentricity in their new visions and a
selfishness which makes our moral assessment of them and
the values they uphold (the importance of doing what feels
right, for example) less favorable. Even if we can see
beyond a traditional Christian interpretation of their
adultery, we have difficulty in condoning their behavior
completely. Though their attempts to remain true to
themselves have a courageousness, vitality and admirability, their selfish use of and lack of respect for other
people is distressing. Clearly, obtaining a moral un
derstanding of these women is far from simple.
This ambiguity becomes more complex when we
realize that in being true to themselves and their instincts,
both women play God. They are even more dangerous in
doing so than their Puritanic peers, for Hester and Addie
are outside any civil or ethical codes of behavior which
might guide them; they are governed solely by the dictates
of their hearts which Hawthorne and Faulkner portray as
subject to darkness and frailty. When Hester outsteps the
limitations of her Christian beliefs she creates a new
religion in which she acts on the basis of what feels right, in
which sex becomes sacramental and the teachings of God
become subordinated to those of "Shame, Despair,
Solitude" (p. 143). In this way of thinking, man becomes
the shaper of his fate. Addie too creates a personalized
religion and plays God. She even strives to unite the spirit

and the flesh, the abstract and the actual — she literally
attempts to make the word flesh. The parallel
between Christ and Jewel is further delineated when she
calls her son her "cross" and "salvation" (p. 460). In their
committing adultery, both women are not only blatantly
blasphemous but also terribly presumptuous about their
ability to understand the nature of man and the universe.
Their creation of personal religions has a daring in it
which, though courageous and imaginative, seems
monstrous in its arrogance.
The consequences of Hester's and Addie's committing
adultery are far-reaching and complicate even more our
understanding of these women and the values they em
body. The most obvious consequences of their acts are the
births of Pearl and Jewell, both mothers' most precious
possessions. As a result of her being born outside of the
accepted moral codes of her community, Pearl is a lonely,
frenzied, lawless child. Both the Puritans and her mother
treat her as a strange, wild creature who is hardly human.
They stare at her, call her demonic, and thus deny her any
human identity. Just as Hester is labelled the "type of sin",
Pearl is
... an imp of evil, emblem and product of sin, she had
no right among christened infants. Nothing was more
remarkable than the instinct, as it seemed, with which
the child comprehended her loneliness, (p. 69)
Hester continually searches Pearl to detect some "dark and
wild peculiarity" that would reflect the illegitimacy and
ignominy of her birth (p. 67). Symbolically, the child
remains unamenable to rules; she has the freedom of a
"broken law" (p. 98) until both her parents acknowledge
full responsibility for their actions and are finally honest
with themselves, as we see in the final scaffold scene.
Pearl's lack of human identity is thus actually and sym
bolically Hester's fault in part.
Addie's children, illegitimate and otherwise, are
similarly shaped and mutated by her emotional
relationships with them and by her distorted vision of the
world. Her morality causes her to pamper Jewel, the
product of her debt to the blood, and reject Darl, the
symbol of Anse's abuse of her. Her love/hate relationship
with Jewel causes him to treat other people and things,
such as his horse, similarly:

P. Woytuk
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Jewel with dug heels, shutting off the horse's wind with
one hand, with the other patting the horse's neck in
short strokes myriad and caressing, cursing the horse
with obscene ferocity (p. 346).
Like his mother he is not a talker but a doer. He embodies
the violent, wild blood of his birth in the violence of his
personality just as Pearl's wildness reflects the lawlessness
of her birth. Both children are practically inhuman in their
lack of understandable, natural feelings. Darl, the rejected
child, is similarly deformed by his mother; he cannot deal
with this rejection and goes insane. Addie is clearly at fault
in the destruction of her family. Because she does not love
her children or her husband, what we see in As I Lay Dying
is the shell of what could be called a family. In both books
the stability of the family unit depends on the love and
compassion of the mother. Since neither Hester nor Addie
is willing to surrender herself, to "let her heart chance to
come to the uppermost," as Hawthorne puts it (p. 120), the
family degenerates. The hardness of heart we see
developed in these two women clearly influences
Hawthorne's and Faulkner's moral judgments of them and
their values and helps to shape our own understanding of
these women.
The act of adultery for which both women are
responsible and the way each sees the act as profanely
sacred destroys their relationships with both their
husbands and their lovers. Though Dimmesdale is hardly
blameless, Hester must accept part of the responsibility of
his living a life of lies and hypocrisies, a life in which he
eventually becomes a god in his community and in his own
mind. After delivering his election sermon (Ch. XXIII), he
seems
The very proudest eminence of superiority to which the
gifts of intellect, rich lore, prevailing eloquence, and a
reputation of whitest sanctity, could exalt a clergyman
in New England's earliest days. . . . Never on New
England soil, had stood the man so honored by his
mortal brethren as the preacher! (pp. 176-177)
Because she probably instigated their relationship, as is
testified by her control over Dimmesdale in the forest scene
(Sh. XVII and Ch. XV11I), Hester the seducer is partially
responsible for triggering his downfall. She is even more
guilty in that she knowingly deceives him by not informing
him of Chillingworth's true identity; this deception makes
Dimmesdale's pain more agonizing and allows him more
time to torture himself and perpetuate his hypocrisy. The
more time he has, the more Dimmesdale convinces himself
to hide the truth about his sin — the revelation of this
would free him from his inner torment. Hester is clearly
not soley at fault, but neither can she be excused from
guilt. She is also indirectly the cause of Chillingworth's
transformation from a compassionate scholar into a fiend.
Though his fall stems from his emotional instability in part
from chance in the form of a boat wreck, Hester's rejection
of him hurts him deeply:
My heart was a habitation large enough for many
guests, but lonely and chill and without a household
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fire. I longed to kindle one! It seemed not so wild a
dream, . . . that the simple bliss which is scattered far
and wide for all mankind to gather up, might be mine.
And so, Hester, 1 drew thee into my heart, into its in
most chamber and sought to warm thy presence there!
(p. 57)
Clearly her egocentric desire to fulfill herself and her
inability to foresee what detrimental effects might arise
from her actions result in the tragic waste of two poten
tially great men. In her attempt to be true to herself she has
ignored the fact that she cannot throw away her past or act
as an independent human being who has no effect on
others.
Addie's selfish desires and vision of the world are
equally as criminal as Hester's. She denies other people any
vestiges of humanity; Whitfield is an instrument, Anse is a
dead man and her children are deposits and withdrawals in
an absurd business transaction which she seems to conduct
with life. Her fanatic desire to take revenge upon Anse
because he does not, in her mind, acknowledge her
identity, results in the catastrophic (though occasionally
hilarious and heroic) mock-epic funeral journey she
compels her family to undergo. Among the many tragic
occurrences that take place on this journey are the loss of
the Bundrens' mules, of Jewel's horse, of Darl's sanity and
nearly of Cash's life. The agony to which she submits her
family through her revenge, coupled with the way that her
attitudes destroy the family as a unit, make Addie seem
almost villainous. When she is finally buried not a few
"Hail Mary's" are uttered.
Perhaps the saddest consequence of Hester's and
Addie's adopting of such radically subjective visions is that
both women lose the very objects they sought to gain.
Rather than overcoming their isolation, freeing themselves
from imposing moral values, and thus finding their real
identities, Hester and Addie become more isolated and
deluded about themselves and the nature of the world.
Both become more physically estranged from other people,
though both desperately need human contact. Though
Hester despises the strict and somber morality of her
Puritan community, she exacts her own banishment from
them; she is not a human being to any of these people (until
the end of her life), but is either a living symbol of man's
depravity and sin or the symbol of woman's strength and
ability (p. 117). She is also cut off from Dimmesdale.
Though she thought her act would create a "mutual world"
for them, it instead drives the guilt-ridden man into his
own seclusion. Even her own child is continually
mysterious and estranged from her, as is evidenced by her
cry, "What being is this that I have brought into the
world!" (p. 71) and the way the child continually tortures
her with feelings of guilt and pain. "Her only real comfort
was when the child lay in the placidity of sleep. Then she
was sure of her" (p. 69). Clearly the scarlet letter incloses
her "in a sphere by herself' (p. 43).
Addie also establishes herself "outside the circle" of
human activity (p. 464). No one else understands her; they
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continually refer to her, as Cora and Anse do, as a "lonely
woman" and "ever a private woman." She is so misun
derstood that Cora Tull insists that she is blind to sin or
that her only sin "was being partial to Jewel that never
lover her ... in preference to Darl that was touched by
God himself" (p. 460). The strange relationship that Addie
and Jewel have involves her with him, but they are still
strangers. Once she is buried she disappears from the
forefront of Jewel's mind (if not completely from it); he
concerns himself immediately with getting rid of Darl.
Hester and Addie seem more isolated from the rest of the
world than they were before they attempted to forge their
own identities.
The physical solitude which these women experience
isolates them from any help or guidance from others which
they both need to overcome their egocentricity and their
distorted views of themselves. Both women are thrown
into a self-imposed spiritual isolation which neither can
make sense of though both attempt to create philosophical
justifications for what they do and think. Both are thrown
into a moral wilderness "never subjugated by human law
nor illumined by higher truth."5 This more corrosive
spiritual isolation makes them both fall prey to the
inadequacies and depravity of their own hearts. In her
confusion Hester becomes so despairing that she questions
the importance of life:
Was existence worth accepting, even to the happiest of
them7 As concerned her own individual existence she
had long decided in the negative and dismissed the point
as settled (p. 120).
Addie similarly pronounces that life is absurd and pur
poseless; it consists only of getting ready to die, of paying a
debt to "the blood" and then cleaning one's house. Because
neither woman is capable of making sense of this moral
wilderness, of adequately playing God in her self-centered
world, and because neither had any established set of laws
with which to gauge her behavior and no one with whom
to compare herself to gain self-awareness, both women
become pitiably hardened and deluded.
Hawthorne is explicit about this process of growing
self-delusion and hardening of the heart and is nearly as
explicit in his own interpretation of this rugged in
dividualism. He describes Hester's delusion as progressing
from a state in which she believes she has special gifts for
understanding "the hidden sin other hearts ' to one in
which, as she in retrospect describes, she "vainly imagined
that she herself might be the destined prophetess ... of
divine and mysterious truth" (p. 186). As she becomes
more deluded about herself and justifies and rejustifies her
beliefs and actions, she loses "some attribute . . . the
permanence of which had been essential to keep her a
woman" (p. 118). Without letting her "heart chance to
come to its uppermost", a woman denies her "ethereal
essence," her identity, and becomes prideful, selfrighteous, and lost in a moral wilderness. Selfless love and
compassion not thought, can overcome a woman's
problems, according to Hawthorne. Even the problems of
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living in a repressive and unmerciful civilization are
surmountable. Moreover, Hawthorne advocates the
necessity of this civilization, though it be oppressive, for,
as he illustrates with Hester who tries to escape it, man
without other men can only rely on himself — a creature
innately depraved with a tendency toward self-delusion
and self-destruction. Paradoxically, though other men may
be corrupt, the individual needs them to index and
illuminate his interior state and understanding of himself
and mankind. Hawthorne clearly applauds Hester's
resumption of the scarlet letter toward the end of her life
and her new dedication to comforting and helping others.
She now lives amid "human joy and sorrow" and ceases
doing battle with the world (p. 181). She accepts
responsibility for her past and her present and fully
acknowledges with sorrow and reverence the human
weakness her letter represents. Though his tale is one of
"human frailty and sorrow'' filled with depravity,
delusion, and death, though much of the moral ambiguity
he describes remains permanently unresolved, he ends on a
note of optimism in man's ability to obtain self knowledge
and thus identity.
Faulkner is hardly as optimistic or conclusive as
Hawthorne is. Though he sympathizes with Addie in her
isolation and her desire to make someone or anyone aware

of her, he disapproves of the lunatic way she imposes
herself and her beliefs on others. Though he admires her
ability to see beyond the mundane and moralistic world
view of her peers, he suggests the real distortion of her selfrighteous opinions of herself and her nihilistic view of the
world in which people are dehumanized and disembodied
and life becomes totally meaningless. He denigrates her
depressing world view by setting it in contrast to the
variety of other perspectives we find in this book, some of
which reveal a humorous side to life which Addie's cast of
mind denies and some of which reveal a noble side of man
which Addie's reductive opinions obliterate. The mere fact
that the Bundrens succeed in getting Addie buried reveals
that there is a courage in men which gives them a special
dignity. Nevertheless characters at the end of the book
remain rooted in their own little "secret and selfish
thought" (p. 461). The Bundrens all (except for crazy Darl)
have personal reasons for wanting to go to Jefferson and
are just as pleased to have fulfilled these wishes as they are
to have successfully buried Addie, who is completely
forgotten at the end of the novel when Anse introduces the
"new Mrs. Bundren". Thus, though he puts down Addie's
monstrous selfishness, Faulkner reveals how this
selfishness characterizes all human beings. Unlike
Hawthorne who offers up Hester as a sympathetic
character, a final pattern for human behavior, Faulkner
gives us no one — no one is admirable, no one is com
pletely villainous. There are no clear-cut, black and white
solutions to the moral dilemma of choosing between being
true to oneself or being a conformist. His solution may be
to pattern ourselves after Cash — ask no questions and roll
with the punches. Certainly Hawthorne's suggestion of
surrendering up one's heart in selfless love seems rather
futile in this bleak and isolationist world. Similarly his
affirmation of the need for community becomes a paltry
solution when no community exists.

Both The Scarlet Letter and As I Lay Dying address
similar problems. The tensions between man's need for
identity, freedom and community and the difficulty in
trying to make moral judgments in a world riddled with
ambiguity permeates both books — so much so that both
books remain ambivalent in the end. Hawthorne's
solutions, though obviously corrective, are weak when
seen against the backdrop of the chaos and tragedy the rest
of his romance presents and are even more so when seen in
contrast to the pessimistic vision of man and the world
which Faulkner presents in his novel. This lack of moral
resolution invites if not compels speculation and gives both
books a peculiar dynamism. We must accept the morally
ambiguous picture of the world as presented in these two
works, reject the picture as totally fallacious, or interpret it
using our own sensibilities and perceptions to clarify the
askewness and obliquity. Both works invite our in
volvement and our judgment.
1. William Faulkner, Faulkner in the University, eds.
Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner [Charlottesville,
Va.: University of Virginia Press, 1959), p. 115.
2. Robert Penn Warren, "Nathaniel Hawthorne" in
American Literature: The Makers and the Making, eds.
Cleanth Brooks, R. W. B. Lewis, and Robert Penn Warren,
I [New York: St. Martin's Press, 1973], p. 451.
3. William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying [New York:
Random House Modern Library, 1946], p. 139. All
following quotes will be taken from this edition and will be
referred to by page number only.
4. Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter [New
York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1962], p. 140. All following
quotes will be taken from this edition and will be referred
to by page number only.
5. Ibid., p. 146.
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Contributors
James Agnew was Hika's co-Editor this year.
His name always appears first in this section.

Illinois, has edited Hika's art submissions for
the last two years.

Mark Mumford '80 is an Art major from West
Chester, Pennsylvania.

Michael Berick, '82, is a History major who
lives one block east of Cleveland. He leaves
the questions of the modern human
predicament unanswered.

Mark Granger makes his first appearance in
this issue of Hika.

Joyce Parr teaches color and design in the Art
Department.

Quentin Hardy — 'The tensions of silence/
tangles of speech. So long. So long."

Cindy Poorbaugh '80 is an Art-English major
from Somerset, Pennsylvania. Not sur
prisingly, James Joyce is her specialty.

Julia Heldman is a senior from Bowling
Green, Kentucky. Her essay on Hawthorne
and Faulkner won the George B. Ogden Prize.

Robert Rubin is a senior from Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. He proves that even a Phi
Kap can be an artist.

Amy Heller, '80 hails from Portsmouth, Ohio.

Doug Spaulding is a senior from Birmingham,
Michigan.

Anne Bush is a senior from Buffalo, New
York.
Philip Church teaches creative writing and
modern literature in the English Department.
William Corey is a Music major from
Petersham, Massachusetts.
Mark Dunbar is a senior English major from
Columbus, Ohio.
Eric Gaskins hails from Groton,
Massachusetts, and has regularly published
his photography in Hika.
Karen Gardner, an Art major from Glenview,

Cecilia Lad will co-edit Hika next year.

Ellen Williams '80 hails from Kemilworth,
Illinois.

Earl McGann has co-edited Hika for two
years. A typical English major, his interests
include sports cars, poetry, graphic design,
and twentieth-century architecture.

Peter Woytuk's remarkable array of
photographs have sustained Hika's respect
ability for two years.

Ellen Montague is a sophomore from
Washington, DC.

Terry Schupbach is an Assistant Professor of
Art, printmaker, and teller of tales.
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Once again we would like to thank Heaton
Appliances, Inc., of 205 South Mulberry Street, Mt.
Vernon, lor their support. We also wish to acknowledge
the support of the following area businesses:

G.R. Smith & Company, corner of Vine & Mulberry Streets, Mount Vernon
The Village Market, Gaskin Avenue, Gambier
Printing Arts Press, Route 13, Mount Vernon
Ringwalt's, 7 South Main Street, Mount Vernon
Shear Magic, 201 South Mulberry Street, Mount Vernon
AAA Travel Agency, 1 Public Square, Mount Vernon
Colonial Men's Wear, 101 S. Main Street, Mount Vernon
Mavis Sporting Goods, 117S. Main Street, Mt. Vernon
Heckler Drug, 122 S. Main Street, Mt. Vernon
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The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
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is awarded to the author who has submitted the most enlightening critical
essay to Hika during the academic year.
Awarded to Mark Dunbar '80

The Edgar Collings Bogardus Prize
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is awarded to an undergraduate whose poem or group of poems has endowed
Hika with a special excellence.
No Award 1979-80.

The Rahming Prize for Art
is named in honor of Norris Rahming, who served as Professor of Art at
Kenyon from 1937 to 1953. This prize is awarded to an undergraduate whose
artistic contributions to Hika have been of consistently high quality.
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Awarded to Cindy Poorbaugh '80
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The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
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is awarded to an author whose short story, submitted during the academic
year, is judged best by the Hika staff.
Awarded to Quentin R. Hardy '80

The John C. Neff Prize
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Named in honor of Hika's first Editor-in-Chief, the John C. Neff prize is
awarded to the author whose expository prose is judged best by the Hika staff.
No Award 1979-80.
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